Save money and boost productivity
with mobile forms from doForms
®

“The product is fantastic, but the real engine behind the success is the customer service
and support you get. We are now spending 45 minutes less on each site… in addition, we
have eliminated data entry for this project.”
Rob Mote, Sr. Project Manager, Jones Lang LaSalle Americans, Inc.

The best part? You can do it yourself without IT or expensive infrastructure. And prices start at just $9.95/
month/mobile device ($99.95/year with an annual contract) for unlimited forms and submissions.

Visit doforms.com or call 855-DOFORMS

The doForms Difference
Think of it: Instead of writing out parts descriptions and numbers, simply select them, quickly and accurately, from
a drop-down menu. Take before-and-after photos to document work, and GPS- and time-stamp them. Read

barcodes. Document customer sign-off and take no-swipe credit card payment. Have the form auto-calculate job
cost estimates, hours worked, and labor expense. And then send all of this data through the safe, secure Cloud
to your back office – where it can automatically flow into operating systems like QuickBooks, Sage, Salesforce,
MySQL, Sharepoint, and more.

There’s nothing that comes close to a doForms form:
• Drag-and-drop form building – create a complete custom form in
minutes to meet your business needs. Our Mobile Forms Coaches
stand ready to help with any questions.

• In-form calculations – immediate, automatic price extensions, price
totals, sales taxes, work hours, and mileage, as well as self-scoring
surveys… intelligence built into the form so your people can leave
their calculators at home.

• Drop-down menus accessing your behind-the-scenes databases
– never again print a price book or issue a paper-based list of parts
or employees. Dramatically reduce the time your people spend on
form completion.

• Smart entries with contextual intelligence – reduce form length

and complexity with fields that appear only when triggered by specific
values in the preceding entry.

• Fast, secure credit card payment without a swipe.

And great forms are just
the beginning:
•A
 dd our Dispatch capability to

send specific forms to individuals
and to allow them to send forms
to and from each other.

•U
 se our Integration capability to

easily bring data into QuickBooks,
Oracle, Salesforce, SharePoint,
MySQL, Excel, and more.

•D
 eploy our Scheduling &

Tracking capability to assign

work, know where your workers
and trucks are, and seamlessly
insert tracking and scheduling

data into customer management,
revenue management, and
timesheet systems.

• Offline use of forms – upload when connectivity is available.
• Ability to build live links to URLs and videos into the form, as well
as links to call up other doForms forms.

• All the other great functions your mobile device makes possible:
GPS and time stamps, voice-to-text, barcode and NFC reading,
signature capture… easily built into your doForms form via
a simple drag-and-drop operation.

For more information, visit doforms.com, call us at 855-DOFORMS, or email us at sales@doforms.com
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